FIREFIGHTER RECRUIT ACADEMY
February 6, 2018 through July 2018
Tuesday nights: 6:00pm to 9:30pm plus one Saturday each month.
The Academy provides the following certifications
through the State of Oregon:
Firefighter I
Apparatus Operator
Hazardous Materials Operations

Wildland Firefighter Type 2

If you know someone who would like to become a Volunteer Firefighter,
please send them our way for an application as soon as possible.

BULLETIN BOARD
Years of Service
November 2017
Greg Keyte—17 Years

November Birthdays
KrieAnn Kudar 11/3
Station 1400—District Clerk

Station 1500 Paramedic

If I missed your birthday or your
NLFR anniversary,
please let me know. Lois

Have you moved? Has your phone number changed? Do you need a document notarized? (free service!)
Do you have questions about LOSAP? Do you have a contribution for the newsletter?
Call Lois at the St. Clair Station.
The Size-Up Newsletter is a publication of North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1. Editor: Lois Smith, NLFR Office Administrator.
Please direct any comments/suggestions to LSMITH@NLFR.ORG.
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SPACE HEATER SAFETY CAMPAIGN
“Give Your Space Heater Some Space”
By – Captain Jim Kusz

A few months back, I was approached to develop a
PSA addressing Space Heater Safety by the Lincoln
County District Attorney’s Office & the Fatality Review
Team. This request was promoted by the 2014 Seal
Rock fire; you may recall a woman and two children
died in a trailer home along the Oregon coast that
authorities believe began accidentally when a space
heater set fire to combustible material. Tragically,
earlier this year in March, a space heater fire killed a
family of six in Riddle, Oregon.

Give your Space Heater some Space !

As the days become cooler and the nights longer,
many Lincoln County residents warm-up portions of
their home with Space Heaters. Remember to give
your space heater some space!
Space heaters need space, at least three feet of clear
space all the way around the space heater.


Make sure your space heater is plugged into an
approved grounded outlet, and never use
extension cords.

Our vision is to educate our residents and eradicate
home space heater fatalities in our county; and we
can use your help. Working with both radio and print
 Turn the appliance off when you leave the room
media partners, utility bill mailings, and perhaps even
or go to bed.
billboards. We plan to get the word out to every
 Make sure it’s a listed and UL approved labeled
resident in Lincoln County.
heater.
We are working with community groups and other fire  Never purchased a used, old space heater at a
agencies to assist in this effort to get the word out,
garage sale or thrift store.
“Space Heaters Need Space!”
 Before using, double check that it’s in good
working order, you maintain it properly, has no
Structure Fires 2012 to 2016 = 26,970
frayed cords, and has no recalls. You can go to
(based on data incident reports submitted by local fire agencies)
cpsc.gov/RECALLS type in “space heaters” to
Residential Structures
17,858
see the list.
Caused by Space Heaters

201

Deaths—4



Consider purchasing a newer model that has a tip
feature. If it gets knocked over, it automatically
turns off.



Keeping a space heater isolated keeps it away
from combustible material, meaning anything that
can burn.



If a space heater is up against or too close to the
back of a sofa, it may ignite the back of the couch.
Be sure drapes and curtains are not hanging low,
or piles of clothes are next to the space heater,
they can ignite.

Injuries—18
Damage—$6.7+ million

Based on this data:
 There are an average of 40 space heater fires

in Oregon each year.
 The average loss per space heater fire is

$33,600.
 27% started in bedrooms
 13% started in dens/family rooms
 12% started in bathrooms

Continued on Page 8

Picture of two of the many space heaters on the Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC) recall web-site.

cpsc.gov/RECALLS
These heaters can overheat and cause the units to melt, catch fire, and
ignite nearby items, posing a fire and burn hazard to consumers.
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More Radio Information
Submitted by Captain David Clark
It is a continuing reoccurring incident, the firefighter
has broken communication with their portable
radio. While part of the blame can be attributed to
going to narrow band, which is basically a thinning
of the radio signal, there are also other multiple
causes for this problem.

antenna is that a lot of these units are well into 13
years of hard labor. They are abused worse than a
red headed stepchild of society, literally. That
small antenna is bent in shapes that can cause
distortion of the wire coil inside the rubber sheath,
water can intrude and later cause an arcing failure
complete with disintegration of the wire coil, and
Among them are the proximity of the radio antenna loss of talk capability.
to the person using it, by having the radio in a turnEven though these portables only put out 5 watts of
out pocket and using a handheld microphone is
power, given the right circumstances, an RF burn
one of the leading causes.
could occur it the wire coil should come into moist
skin contact. This is a remote chance of an injury,
Use of the radio in a shoulder-mounted belt puts
but again, certain circumstances might allow that to
the radio slightly away from the person, but mounts
happen.
it closer to the ground. Having the portable in an
interior pocket of a turnout coat or pant pocket has If you have access to a roll of black electrical tape,
and the sheath has become compromised, you can
the same effect on the signal efficiency.
have another firefighter hold the sheath together
It has been mentioned several time in the past that while you apply a couple of wraps of that tape to
for more effective use especially in known areas in the sheath until it can be replaced. This will keep
you “in the game”.
the city or rural areas, the firefighter can hold the
radio overhead and still use the hand held mic to
Our Icom Portable radios for the water rescue
get their radio signal out more efficiently.
group are notorious for having water intrusion from
the base of the small rubber coated whip. This is
Sure, looks goofy, but it will often give you an edge just one reason why we don’t use our fire portables
where signal transfer is sketchy to say the
in water rescue.
least. But, it works.
On one scene about 2 months ago, I witnessed the
above description in play. The chief officer was
Another problem is that sometimes one of two
using his portable in his turnout pocket with a
other problems has set in and both may go
handheld microphone. Within 5-8 feet away, the
unnoticed until one or the other item falls off.
One is the small rubber whip antenna which comes local ambulance EMT was also in contact with the
same dispatcher, and he held his portable out in
loose, and needs to be g-e-n-t-l-y retightened.
front of his mouth as he spoke into it. He was
heard every time.
The second item is the hand held mic which has
become loose from the side of the portable. It also Why? The portable was not being hindered by the
just needs to be retightened to its mount.
absorption of the transmit signal by the user’s body
or protective clothing. We chose to use the
Do take the time to occasionally inspect the rubber handheld mic as it frees us from having to hold the
covered coil wire that connects the mic to the radio radio itself, but this capability has now caused us to
for deterioration. If this has occurred, please
hinder the actual transmit effectiveness of the portadvise maintenance so it can be swapped out or
able. In urban areas where there are multiple
repaired. You can make a field repair using electri- repeaters, or the general terrain is fairly flat, the
cal tape if the separation isn’t more than ½” in
signal will most likely reach it’s intended target with
separation from one side of the rubber casing to
minimal problems.
the other side. These are tiny multi-strands of wire
encased in more flexible rubber sheathing, and will Remember, in the normal actions of the firefighter,
we contort ourselves as we do our job. These
eventually break because of excessive flexing
various body positions coupled with the position of
especially without the normal rubber sheathing.
the antenna in regards to being vertical, you will
One thing to keep in mind with the portable radio
Continued on page 8
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More Radio Information (continued from page 3)

change the transmit capability by affecting the signal this shield. You will be heard. Please, don’t seduce
pattern.
the mic, and you don’t have to use your playground
voice neither! By keeping the mic about 1 inch from
In certain cases, this changes the polarity of the
your mouth, you will cause it to “hear” your every
signal from vertical to a skewed horizontal aspect.
syllable without any problem, and you will get your
This isn’t often a cause of total communications
message out.
failure, but can be in fringe areas of a repeater. The
radio will transmit regardless of antenna positioning, Last but certainly not least, remember, we rely on
it just will not be as reliable as it usually is when the repeaters to capture our portable and our mobile raantenna is vertical.
dio transmissions. Take a second, crack the mic,
saying nothing, then speak. This will cause your raAnother item of worthy mention. Remember to
dio to capture the carrier which carries your voice on
attempt to shield your microphone from the
the repeater. This will also assist with avoiding douwind. Although our portable radio mics have a
bling, which is when two persons try to talk at the
noise cancelling feature, it too can become oversame time, and then you get garbage garbled comcome with adequate wind blowing across the face of
munications. When you are done speaking, shut up
the mic. Turn your back to the wind, cup the backfor a second keeping the mic cracked, then let up on
side of the mic with your other hand, or pull one
the push to talk button. You will be heard.
piece of your turnout coat open and again, turn that
So,….happy yakking! Cap
part to deflect the wind as you place the mic behind
SPACE HEATERS (continued from page 2)


It's important to know that combustible and
 Combustible materials that are too close to
flammable items do not spontaneously catch fire.
space heaters tend to dry out, and so then they
Every item that burns has an ignition temperacombust and burn. Give your Space Heater
ture and an ignition point so what happens over
three feet of space!
time is a fire.

In addition to home heating appliance safety, it's important to remember to have
working smoke alarms, carbon monoxide detectors, and have a home escape plan.

Duty Shift Stipend checks/deposits will be available to you on:
OCTOBER STIPENDS: MONDAY—NOVEMBER 20, 2017
If you do not have direct deposit yet, PLEASE consider signing up.
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Halloween
2017

Thank you,
Ryan Smith!
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